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Your Results:
Things Are 

Pretty Awesome
Lucky You!



Congratulations! According to this brief quiz, you have a strong partnership which likely 
positively impacts your business. 

Even so, it’s important to know what you’re doing right, so make sure to keep those things up. Here are some action steps for 
you to make sure you continue to use in your relationship to keep it strongest and at its best:



1. Remember Your Relationship Is Like A Plant

For you to have achieved these results, you are likely giving your relationship 
your time, attention and energy. It is likely thriving. Your job is to keep this up! 

This may be easy for you, but it’s important to be mindful of, especially as new 
projects and exciting opportunities in business come up that may tempt you away 
from your relationship. Make sure to continue spending time and energy with 
your partner.



Remember, we are wired to grow 
toward true love and connection.

— Dr. Jenev Caddell



2. Understand The Science Behind Love

The science behind love tells us that love is an ancient wired in survival 
code that we all need to be our best in life. The stronger we are in 

love, the better we are in business. The more we understand this and 
prioritize our relationships, the better we do at everything in life, 
not just in business. We are healthier, happier, we parent better 
and we are contributing to a more peaceful world. 

The science behind love also tells us that romantic love is 
an emotional bond. When that bond is strong, everything 
else follows, including intimacy, connection and health.



Make love your bottom line.
— Marianne Williamson



To learn more about the science behind love, check out this blog post about how love just makes sense, and if this 
is something you are really interested in (how could you not be?!), check out Dr. Sue Johnson’s 2013 book, Love 

Sense: The Revolutionary New Science of Romantic Relationships. She explains more about the science behind love 
and does so in a way that is entertaining and easy to read.

Check out my book with your partner to put to practice some of this new science behind love: Your Best Love: 
The Couples Workbook and Guide to Their Best Relationship.

You may also wish to join my Facebook community of business owners and their partners who choose to thrive in 
business and love. We would love to have you there. 

If you wish to connect with me personally or get personal support in maintaining the overall awesomeness of your 
relationship and taking it to even the next level, I’d love to hear from you — feel free to schedule a time to connect 
privately by clicking here.
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